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Why?

Boost journal and article visibility • Better quality submissions
Drive usage and citation • Deliver excellent service to authors

Wiley Editing Services

Wiley Editing Services provides authors with expert help to ensure their manuscript is ready for submission, allowing you to focus on the quality of the science, not the language or presentation.

Services Offered:
- English Language Editing
- Manuscript Formatting
- Figure Preparation
- Translation Services
- Journal Recommendation

COMING SOON

Article Promotion Services including:
- Lay Summaries
- Infographic Design
- Conference Poster Design

Wiley Editing Services will re-launch with a new, more user-friendly website and a range of expanded services in October-November 2019!

wileyeditingservices.com

Journal Cover Image

A cover image is a great way for authors to enhance the visibility of their work and the journal.

- Increase journal visibility
- Earn additional revenue for your journal
- Add eye-catching images to your marketing

- Highlight hot topics
- Share it on Wiley social media channels

wileyauthors.com/covers

Video Abstracts and Video Shorts

Wiley journal authors are offered the opportunity to outline the key findings of their published article in a dynamic video.

Articles with Video Abstracts have Altmetric Attention Scores that are 140% higher than articles without video abstracts.

Articles with Video Abstracts are accessed 80% more frequently than non-video articles.

Those articles rank 33% higher than non-video articles published in the same journal...and 18% higher than papers published in all journals, according to Altmetric.

authorservices.wiley.com/author-resources